The history of Satanism for centuries, as experienced by Satanists, has been one of persecution, disempowerment, and injustice. This history has been hidden in glory, mystery, beauty and hidden power that few can understand.

Despite any and all opposing forces and attacks, Satanism managed to survive both the cruelty of Christianity, Islam and the Jews. The highest beauty of Satan acted as a force of both attraction and fear that attracted decent hearts to Satanism, and repelled many that were rotten.

In the time lapse of a history filled with antagonism, here we are again, from being scattered, solitary witches, and persecuted lonely individuals, as part of something that belongs to all of us, and as a united force.

The Gods are looking at us with happiness in our great opportunity to exact spiritual justice, after so long. We have the opportunity and the means to do just that.

It is no understatement to say that all of previous Satanists and people of the Gods from all aeons in the past are looking upon us now.

The secret witch that was burned for practicing the arts of her ancestors, the alchemist that failed his work because he was slaughtered by the church, the scientist that got burned because of true knowledge, the queen that was slandered and her memory removed, the king that saw his kingdom sink in suffering and decay because of the works of the enemy - they are all looking at us now.

Still, being a "Satanist", or a follower of the Gods, remains a matter of scrutiny. The same people that were seen as bringers of blessings before, and blessed this world, are looked upon now as the bringers of curses. All this because of lies and slander, and nothing else.

The enemy could not progress otherwise. They knew it was necessary to hide the beauty behind deep grey colored clouds, and to burden the stars of our Gods in the consciousness of man. Only through these clouds they can reign. Because who has seen the Gods and have had not their heart moved?

And yet Asmodeus mentioned of the shortness of their season of rule. His prophecy and threat to the damned is coming now to pass. While many are lost in what is temporary, the Gods can see well beyond this. "Short will be thy tyranny over us".

All this has lasted a season, and before this season there were many others, better and brighter ones.

We have been through many battles and there will be more to come. Indeed
fighting can feel sometimes like a burden, but to those who are seasoned warriors, they understand that there is no tiredness in fighting for what is right. A warrior will measure his strength, know his limits, and keep going to overcome them. One understands that through this, he is advancing and overcoming his or herself.

One must think to themselves of this opportunity to fight as an opportunity of overcoming ones self and empowering one’s self. A happy opportunity that not many souls have right now.

Satanists before had only the choice to do nothing. Solitude, lack of knowledge, and darkness were prohibitive. Now, we can fight back and advance. This opportunity has been awaited for whole centuries, and is not to be underestimated or dismissed. The growth that emerges from this will be affecting this world for centuries to come. This opportunity is to be seized in the fullest extent.

This time around we have done wonderful progress.

Sure, the enemy has hit back, and certainly there has been damage done. The result of this however is that the beast of the enemy is getting weakened. Every RTR disintegrates them further and further.

Our will is being imprinted on this world, and our Gods are being granted their great entry. Progressively but with certainty, they will manifest more and more, until the enemy and their influence shrinks and disappears.

Now we are in the middle of the enemy Sukkot. Below will be the schedule. Primarily, this schedule will only contain the JoS Protection Ritual and the Final RTR.

We have done excellent work before that. Rest reassured the Gods are aware of what many have underwent, and you will be restored to being alright. Clean, void, protection is mandatory.

These are 5 days to finalize our work for now.

-Dates.

8 October - Final RTR (Full On), JoS Protection Ritual
9 October - Final RTR , JoS Protection Ritual
10 October - Final RTR , JoS Protection Ritual
11 October - Final RTR (Full On), JoS Protection Ritual
12 October - Final RTR (Full On), JoS Protection Ritual
13 October - Final RTR, JoS Protection Ritual

Final RTR:

https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/RTR_English.html
JoS Protection Ritual

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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JoS Protection Ritual

One can either begin this Ritual with the formal Standard Ritual, or just instantly recite the following prayer and proceed with the Runic Vibration and then the affirmation.
This ritual is extremely simple. The power of it will be cumulative and it will manifest over time, as we will repeat it on power dates.

As such the steps are simple:
1. Vibrate the Runes Given.
2. Direct the energy through Affirmation.
3. Close the Ritual with a big Hail Satan.

The Ritual:

Runic Vibrations - The runes are to be vibrated one after in this order.
Algiz x18 Sowilo x18 - Tyr x18 [or multiplies of 18, such as 36, 72, etc etc times, however many you desire/are able to]
x18 each Rune:

"AAAAA-LLLLL-GGGGGG-III-ZZZZ" x18

The Runic Vibrations:

We will vibrate the following Runes:
[The amount of vibrations can be either 18, 10 or 40 all are equally effective, one can increase the numbers, but cannot fall to less than 10. The vibrations can be shorter and don’t need to be perfect, they just to be vibrated and intended powerfully. After 40 times you can do it 60 vibrations, 80 vibrations, or 100 vibrations if one wants this.]

"This is to be done in succession - one does all the runes and then proceeds to the affirmation.

"AAAAA-LLLLL-GGGGGG-III-ZZZZ" x18
"SSSSSSSS-000000VVVVV-EE-LLLLL-00000"x18
"TTTTT-YY-RRRR"x18

The Affirmation [To be done 1, 3 or 10 times (your choice) - SATANAS -> AFFIRMATION -> AUM is One Round;]

Vibrate SATANAS

"The Joy of Satan Ministries are always protected and completely safe, in every and all ways from any and all forms of harm and negativity.
All those who curse the Joy of Satan are cursed, and all those who bless the Joy of Satan are blessed."

Vibrate AUM

After this the Ritual is to be closed with a big HAIL SATAN!
VAHT • FUHT • VUHT • VUHSS • OUT • OUTH •
VAHSS

NISH • NIS • NEESH • NEESS
(SS Place tongue on upper hard palate for a hissing sound)

SHER • SHAYR • SHOR
(RE L THE R)

• FUK (rhymes with "ZOOM")
• PUG (rhymes with "PUT")
• FOHG

AID-AHTS • EED-AHTS
• AID-AHZ • EED-OHTS
• KEE-D-AHTS

AYP • EHP • AYF • EHF

NIY-EYE • NEYE • EYE

KHEHM-AHS • KHEHM-AHS
• KHEHM-OHS • TEHK-MIS

• NOON (same as "noon")
• NUJN (rhymes with "put")

MEHM • MEEM • MAIM

DUHM-AHL • TEHM-EHL • DEHM-OHL

• FAHKH • FAHK • FUKH

FUK (rhymes with "HOOK")
FUHK (rhymes with "FUCK")
PACK (same as "PACK" with hard A)

DUUY • DUY (RHYMES WITH PUT)
• DOHY • THOHY • TULY

TEHT • SEHT • THOYT • THAYT
• DOHYTH • DOHYT • DHOYD

TEHKH • SEHKH • THAYKH
• THENKH • THOYKH • THAWH

NUH-EYEZ • NEYEZ • NIY-EYEZ • EYEZ
(same as "EYES")

VAHY • VAHW • VYHY • WAHW
(same as "WOW")

HAYH • HEH

DEH-LAHD • TAH-LAHD • THEH-LAHD • THI-LOHD • THI-LOHZ • TEH-LEHD

LEHM-EEG • MAHG • LUHM-MIG • LUHM-MIG • LUHM-EEG • LUHM-IHG (deep guttural)
• LEHM-MIG • LEHM-EEG

SAYB • SAYV • TEHB • TEHV
• TAYB • THAYB • THAYV

TEEB • TEEV

FEHL-AH • FUI-LAH • FUUL-AH • FIL-AH • FIL-UH • FEHL-UH • PEH-LEH • FEHL-OH

Now, affirm the following 3 times:

- Each and every one of the Hebrew letters has lost all of its power in every way, totally, permanently, and completely.

* The Hebrew alphabet is now dead in every way.

Hail Satan.